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With the deepening of economic globalization, MICE(Meeting, Incentive and 
program, Convention and Exhibition) industry has become a rising modern service 
trade industry, which is regarded as a lucrative pollution-free sector. In China, MICE 
is an emerging industry. Compared with western countries, it started late but has 
developed rapidly and even greater growth is expected. MICE Interpretation, as a 
professional interpreting service for international MICE, plays an important role in 
economic, cultural and scientific and technological communications between peoples 
using different languages. The international trend of MICE industry calls for more 
professional MICE interpreters, while the study of MICE interpretation and the 
training of MICE interpreters in our country are still in its infancy. Therefore, an 
examination of the current situation of MICE interpretation and a review of the 
training of the qualified MICE interpreters become imperative for sustaining the 
continuing growth of MICE industry.  
This thesis includes five chapters. 
Chapter One serves as an introduction. It explicates the definition of MICE 
interpretation first and then discusses the purpose and significance of studying it and 
the current research on this subject. 
Chapter Two discusses the features of MICE interpretation and the relevant 
qualifications of MICE interpreters. MICE interpretation is a comprehensive 
interpreting task, which involves special linguistic features, diverse types of 
interpretation, wide fields and varied workplaces and thus leads to multiple roles for 
interpreters. All these features provide different requirements for interpreters in their 
language competence, interpreting skills, knowledge, physical and psychological 
qualities and social skills. 
Chapter Three gives an investigation to current MICE interpretation in China. 














The China Export Commodities Fair, China ASEAN Expo and Xiamen CIFIT. 
Moreover, She uses questionnaire survey in her investigation to Xiamen CIFIT to 
have a further understanding of the source of MICE interpreters, their workplaces, 
their main difficulties and coping techniques as well as the result of MICE 
interpretation. After the exploration, the author analyzes the current situation of MICE 
interpretation in China. 
Chapter Four centers on the interpreting teaching enlightenment on the basis of 
the analysis of the current situations of MICE interpretation in China in Chapter Three, 
the author puts forward her opinions on training MICE interpreters in a multi-layered 
way. She sees the potential in English majors, MICE majors and other majors who are 
good at English. 
Chapter Five serves as a conclusion. 
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